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About This Game

Let me show you new indie clicker Feed the Pets!
Pay attention for your pets so they are less hungry
You need to establish production for get money.

Spend your money to buy food suitable for your pets and feed them!
Spend your time for feed your pets, and make they happier!

In the game initial you have 6 pets, but you can get more, when you bought  DLC!
The game involves the passage of all pets and getting achievements.
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Hello friends. This dlc is ethical! It adds alot of genki weapons and stuff. Made for professor genki fans!

Recommended because i think this stuff is quite funny to add to the game.. \udb40\udc21. I'm sorry but I literally can't play this
any longer, the grammar is awful, the sentences make no sense, if you decide to make a visual novel game at least learn to write
basic English.. This is the most fun a dollar can buy.
I don't want to live on this planet anymore.. First things first: You don't actually have to register using personal information as
some of the reviews on here claim. Just uncheck the box where it says something to the effect of "register product now" when
you first start the game, and you're good to go.
Nevertheless, getting rid of all this outdated activation\/registration stuff is one of those things the devs should have done
for the Steam version, but didn't.

Another commonly cited flaw is the horrible voice acting. This is mainly true for the English version. The German
localization, while still not what I'd call objectively "good," is a lot better and features a number of very popular voice
actors. So if you're multilingual and have bought this game, installing it in a language other than English might be
worth it.

Unfortunately, Earth 2160 is still a bug-ridden mess even after 13 years, which is why I cannot recommend it. Dealing
with all those game-breaking bugs just gets tiresome after a while. I've played with the thought of trying out the Linux
version, but scrapped that idea when I gathered from the forums that it's a WINE-based port with a number of issues
in its own right.

Which is a real shame, because the actual gameplay mechanics are very interesting and fun. With 4 vastly different
factions (each with an interesting back story), massive research trees and very customizable units and buildings, there's
a lot of good content hidden in this game.. A nice game from the Crafty Studios. The graphics are well made and the
game mechnics make totally sense.
I used to play Oil Empire in the 90s and this one is a really good follow up in these kind of games.

The balancing is well made and it's not too easy to get rich :) There are lots of scenarios available and a free play where
you just go :)

The development seems to come along good in the "early access" phase and I'm really looking forward to the finished
game, when it's ready.

This one promises a lot of fun hours.. The world-reknowned developer of such classic indie-horror games as My Bones
and Verge: Lost Chapter returns! Not exactly "triumphantly" - that'd be a stretch - but I'm actually going to
"recommend" this one, believe it or not. Before your itchy fingers go hittin' that "Add to Cart" button, however, allow
me the benefit of a few small "disclaimers"...

  Firstly, no, I don't know the dev personally, and if I did I would have happily offered to translate all text in his game
into English...something which Google has clearly failed to do on his behalf. I actually suspect that one day I may in
fact cave and offer my translating "skills" (i.e. I do actually speak English) to one of these Euro developers, but I think
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I'll save that for the day I find a genuinely talented one. Yuriy Mamedov is not that developer - certainly not yet - and
this is certainly not that game. But one day, perhaps...

  Secondly, Steam DOES NOT HAVE A NEUTRAL BUTTON. I seem to have confused punters more than once in the
past by thumbing-up something which I seem quite critical and/or "meh" about, and this is simply because I figure a 5
or more out of ten has GOT to qualify as some kind of "pass"; and as this game is neither outrageously incompetent
nor entirely unentertaining, I figure I'd give it a C-minus if I was a teacher. Hence, a 5 out of 10. Hence, a thumb-up
rather than a thumb-down. If you should have a problem with this ratings system I have employed, KINDLY GO EAT
A♥♥♥♥♥♥ It's a reviewer's opinion, not a command from God. Would you like me to WIPE YOUR♥♥♥♥♥♥for you,
also? Then again, if you've read this far into the review, I'm presuming you didn't just thumb my "positive" review
down on sight, out of principle, and type some nonsense below about how I'm "obviously friends with the developer".
Steam users really do need to learn to READ reviews before jerking their knees as the first response. Just because a
reviewer gives a game a reluctant thumb-up DOES NOT mean that they believe said game to be the best ♥♥♥♥in' thing
since sliced bread. 5/10 means just that...a pass. BARELY.

  Thirdly, Mr Mamedov, unlike a number of his peers, actually does show some vague and distant POTENTIAL. I'm
not saying he's come anywhere NEAR to that potential here...no sirree. But at least he finally made a game which lasts
for longer than twenty minutes - well, okay, about twenty-five, but that's still progress - and he has finally proven that
he knows how to create a tiny bit of ATMOSPHERE. His use of SOUND is especially commendable...he truly does
know how to set up a smidgen of eeriness, and upon rare occasion even pays off said attempts at "suspense" with
something resembling the aural equivalent of a bona fide "jump-scare". He then, of course, proceeds to ♥♥♥♥ it all
squarely in the♥♥♥♥♥♥by having some staggeringly lame "chase scene" where you stroll very briskly up a corridor
while a monster who LOOKS like it's running full-pelt somehow never seems to catch up with you...but this is what the
word "potential" is all about. Mr Mamedov at least gets part-way there, and on this occasion, he's arguably gotten
further than he ever has before. If he would just stop asking money on Steam for short-as♥♥♥♥♥♥DEMOS, and
devote five years of his life to making a substantially LONGER game combining all his strengths - while hopefully
leaving out his myriad weaknesses - then we may actually have a contender for an honest-to-God, true-to-life VIDEO
GAME DESIGNER.

  Seriously, at this rate, I reckon I'll be handing out a 5.5 to Yuriy's next game, and a 6 to the one after that...so we're
only about five or six more "games" away from something a human being might actually want to PAY for. Keep up the
good work, Yuriy. I, for one, believe in you. The bits in the underwater caverns in this game are actually REALLY
GOOD. Atmospheric. Spooky, even. BRIEF, yeah, but...gettin' there. VERY, VERY SLOWLY...but definitely gettin'
there.

  So the choice is yours, humble reader. You can pay five bucks - less, on sale - for a twenty-five minute demo which
would make a Mum proud, or you can spend your money on something else. Personally, I've paid good money for
much, much worse here on Steam in the past twelve months or so. Hell, I even got a good chuckle out of the insanely
bad A.I. which had the game's one-and-only "enemy" perpetually running at a whopping great iron fence in some
misguided attempt to get at me...so I'm happy. Oh, and we even get a sweet little carrot on a stick at the end, with those
immortal words "To be continued" coming up on the screen. I don't doubt it for a second, Yuriy, my friend. I don't
doubt it for a second.

  Verdict: 5/10.

(PS Cheers for the free copy, Yuriy. One thing, though...I haven't received that five hundred bucks in my account yet.
Any chance of speeding that up? I have several hard-core, illicit DRUG HABITS to feed here, my man...cheers again.
Pleasure doing business with you!). Classic platformer with retro style graphics and an ''interesting'' protagonist. The
game itself poses a nice challange with good music to go along. There are a few annoying moments where you die to see
where you need to go or projectile spawning off the screen and falling on you. Overall it's a decent experience, however
there are other games that are simply more memorable\/better.. Not the best of the nancy drew games but it's still a lot
of fun. I'd give it a solid 7\/10. A very nice game indeed.
Soft soothing music together with great artwork, perfect for casual and puzzle gamers.
And it's one of those rare platformer games that won't let you enraged when died!
Highly recommended. =)
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Vastly superior to the original game. Controls feel sharper, visuals are more complex. Great game to sit down and play for 5 to
10 minutes, or for over an hour. RTS-lite I suppose.. Game is great!. IN' THING SUCKS!. It has terry. i hate that i bought it.
Cool game! Puzzles and shooter combined, sounds interesting? Well, challenge yourself to see how quickly you can finish this
game and then challenge your friends to see who is faster and smarter :))

p.s. my time was about 2.5 hours. I would have loved to have played this game when I was learning about punnett squares in
school and would highly recomend it to anyone currently learning about them. The landlord is Gregor Mendel, THE creator of
the punnett squares, which I thought was pretty cool. When there was a word that I haven't seen since school the dictionary
option was particuarly helpful. The only downside to the game is that when you finally have 2 of each plant, both having one
dominant and one recessive gene for each trait, any combination can be created, thus removing any challenges from the
gameplay. Overall I found the game to be entertaining for a day and would recommend it to science\/plant enthusiasts.

Slave Master: The Game Next Game:
I was planning on a Hungarian Translation, and Knowledge Warrior. But I am thinking I will skip priority to a new Comedic
Satire, "Infidel Warrior.". Full Screen:
Just a little hint, if you want to play in full screen, try Alt+Enter.. Curse of the Wadaphagos.:

Sado Maso, Lohd Swallow and the other slaves find Soi Boi, recruit him in the Frat House from the Dink Salesman DLC (not
actually DLC, just a gag) after beating the Frat House boss. Get an Ultimate Weapon of Cheap Laughs and Parody.

Happy Steak and Blowjob Day (14th).. The Governing will be in the Works.:
Another satire will be on it's way to my convoluted production lists. As well as the more diverse sequel to this game, "The
Fetishizing.". A Blasphemous Sale Is Comming.:
Nuff Said.
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